Dazzling THANKS from Gardner Academy
Dear Florence Sister County Commission da Vinci Educational Sponsorship Project,

Thank you for sponsoring our trip to the da Vinci exhibit. We had a lot of fun learning new things about Leonardo da Vinci. It was great experience! We really appreciate your generosity.

Sincerely,

Gardner Academy
4\textsuperscript{th} & 5\textsuperscript{th} graders
Thank You!
Dear Leonardo Davinci, thank you for donating money and letting us go to the tech museum. We appreciate that and we liked the tech museum.
Dear

Hello my name is Teynæe Holmes and I am in the 5th grade. I just wanted to thank you for donating money for our field trip. It was really fun. I had an amazing time at the Leonardo Da Vinci exhibit. There was so much to see about Leonardo. My favorite part was seeing how they worked back then. It is really busy in there and really organized. They had stuff neat in order and very safe up. But the best thing I liked and heard about is how he really wanted to fly so he invented those wings. So thank you very much without you couldn't have went.

Sincerely,
Teynæe
Thank you for donating money for us to go to the Tech Museum. We saw the movie "The Man in the Metal" and the moral was that was there. Meanwhile, keep helping other kids and we learned a lot of geometry well we were there. They even showed us a lot of paintings in the movie. I want to tell you a joke. What did the lawyer name his daughter? Sue. Now all I wanted to tell you is thank you very much.

Sue: Dylan #1

Thank you!
Thank you for donating money so we can go to the tech museum. I really liked the Leonardo da Vinci part. It was really fun and cool. I liked all of his creations. The part I liked the most was the guy in the sky. All of us really appreciate you doing that for us. I had a good day.

Thank you!

From: Dennay
Thank you for donating money for us to go to the tech museum. It was real fun all the things that Leonardo DaVinci created. All the things that he created were so cool! I wish some day I can grow up like him and be so smart like him. And it was fun to because my mom went and it was the first time my mom went there I mean with me. My mom sais that she really likes it to that museum was the coolest I ever ever bin to thers so much to learn ther to I wish I could stay there for a long time to rait down all the things that he raut. It was amazing what he raut and what he invented. I wish he was still living so I can tell him so much coolshens I liked the videos that were stuff that he invented like the big gnuhogest horse he raut about with I was atop of that big gnusogest horse all of the light up things like the things with all ways reflected some thing. It was amazing what he raut.
I'm wondering if he is a gourdf but I now that there is no such things as gourdf I think all he rowt or invented has from his own brain or of the things he invented. I want to tell you what all the things that there were in that museum all the thing were amrasing no except for somethings but most of them were al terifuk he is shush a smart men now that when ever he invented something he felt so proud of him self when ever he rowt or invented something he want to hip roding or inventig stuff I am going to try arimig to be a men like him eny thing that I think about is talking pik thers my brothet wated to be there but his sudent because he is in a privet school and he wets out a 6 pm that is a ruff thing to do and he gets a bunch of home hork well tets hip taking about the devinkhe part of thing he was very smart if I was his father I wii be so amazed in wat he did.
And like I was saying I am
reading so much papers because
there were so much things in
that mission but I waited
to go to go to the gift
shop but I didn't want to go.
Money and almost my mom was
going to buy me mother and
she did not want to so
I just waited.

* Daniel Ramirez  *
Thank you, thank you, thank you very much for the money. I will like for us to give you a present but we can't if you come to visit we'll try to get you something.

From Jessica
Thank you

for paying for us to go to the Tech Museum. I never thought it will be two thousand dollars for you to pay. The stuff that Leonardo da Vinci made were pretty cool. That was so nice of you. Let me tell you a story. I have a 50-year-old grandma. She had to pay five thousand dollars just to go to San Diego. But thank you for paying. I liked it but people kept on reckon ing.

Love Melissa
Maria Arzola

XOXO
Thankyou, I had a great
time on the field. I was
happy to see everything
it was fun
Dear:

Thank-you very much for letting us go to the Tech Museum. It was a lot of fun. I really enjoyed it, and I didn't even know Leonardo Da Vinci was an artist, and he is really special. So I want to thank-you very much. I really appreciate it.

Sincerely,
Arline

Gonzalez
I thank you for letting me go on the field trip. It was fun like the movie with the people. We saw a lion. When I get older, I will come and visit you. The Tech Museum is so fun that I will say that you are the best place I have been to. I also thank Leonardo Da Vinci for letting me come to the Tech Museum. It makes me learn a lot about history.

from Selena B.

to Joanne Anderson
Thank you so much for donating money for the tech museum. It was awesome. I loved it. It was awesome. Who said I would like Leonardo DeVinci so much? I had an awesome time. I love all of his inventions; they are really cool. And thanks so much again. Sincerely, Emilie.
Thank you for donating money for our field trip. It was very fun. I
never even knew Leonardo Da Vinci was
even in the tech museum. Thank you
for that field trip. It was very good and
I appreciate it. Thank you very much.

Love,
Melinda

Gardiner School
Thank you for saving money for all the fourth and fifth graders to go to the Tech Museum. Thanks for saving money for us so we can see Leonardo Da Vinci’s paintings. I liked the one that was hung up on the wall with the wings. Which one do you like. Our chaperone told us about Leonardo Da Vinci even though we saw the pictures. I like the Tech Museum because it’s interesting and awesome. You can learn all about Leonardo Da Vinci in the Tech Museum. You know what I just don’t like the one on the wall I, all of Leonardo Da Vinci’s paintings. I’m matter a fact I learned all about Leonardo Da Vinci’s paintings were awesome. Our chaperone took us to go see the movie. I learned how they made the horses. Then we walk around the whole museum. Then it was time to exit and leave the museum. After we left we said good-bye to the people that let us in. After we said good-bye we left and on the way back to
school we smelled bruises. Then we were back at the school. When we came to our classroom our teacher Ms. Brewer asked us questions about Leonardo Da Vinci. Then we had to answer all the questions Ms. Brewer told us.

After we were done, we went to lunch. Guess what we had? We had cheese bean bruitoe. After we ate, the teacher let us out to play for recess. After recess we went back inside and we had to do a lot of Social Studies. After that we did all our jobs and then we sat down and waited for Ms. Brewer to tell us to go out. Then she called our table. Notre Dame University so we can go home.

After I got out of the classroom, I waited with my little sister for the school bus. Then it came so we got on and I colored with my friend and my sister Tinkerbell.
Thank you for donating money so that we could go on that wonderful fieldtrip. I had so much fun! It was very interesting. Leonardo de Vinci was so creative. So again thank you very much,

Love Brianna #23
Um, thanks you thank you thank you for the donation to the Tech Museum. Leonardo DaVinci the a cool inventor.

You rock!

- Fabiana Shueib
Thank you for donating money for us Oct 30, 2022.
I hope you have a wonderful winter break and have fun and we enjoy your trip to the text Musuam and thank you for kindness.

From Farhiya
Thank you for donating money to Gardner Elementary School for fourth and fifth graders to go to The Tech Museum. It was fun. Leonardo Da Vinci is very talented. I looked at the whole museum. My favorite part was what he designed. That was very cool! Thank you again.

From,

Savannah Kristen Garcia, Age 10
Thank you for donating money for we can go to the Tech Museum for we go see the Leonardo Da Vinci part of the museum. I wish you could have been there because it was fun. Well even though it was a long walk it was worth it. Well thank again and I'm sure you will enjoy on that day.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Thank you for donating money for us to go to Leonardo Davinci at the tech museum. It was really fun.

It was amazing to see all the stuff he made and the other cool stuff was not staying in school. Nice. I said it was a cool experience and there was a lot of amazing stuff and neat drawings of the stuff he wanted to make and we got to "walk" and I had the best time that day.

From David

Thank You